Effective Strategy and Efficient
Operations in Regulatory Affairs

Achieve Predictability
and Speed in Regulatory
Approvals
We offer technology-led
regulatory innovation and right
domain expertise across the
product development lifecycle,
right from regulatory intelligence
and planning, to content
authoring, submissions, and HA
feedback management, ensuring
compliance in the laborious and
dynamic regulatory landscape
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Healthcare organizations
face unique challenges

That’s why Indegene
Regulatory Affairs delivers

• Long time to submission and
delayed regulatory approvals

• Effective Regulatory Strategy

• Non-comprehensive intelligence
across multiple markets

• Efficient Regulatory Submissions

Designed with real-time insights

Accelerated planning and submission
pathway for first-time-right outcomes

• Low compliance on health
authority query responses

Here’s how we can help you
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Here’s how Indegene RA Solutions work
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Enterprise-level management,
reusable modules, machineassisted authoring,
reviewing, publishing

Analytics solution to predict
potential queries from health
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possible best responses.
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Here’s how its different

Using next-generation AI platforms, we generate
real-time insights from health authority interactions,
market intelligence, and competitive intelligence.
Our team of experienced regulatory professionals
continuously evaluates those insights and embed it
into designing a regulatory strategy that enhances
submission/approval success for you. We integrate
intelligence into the authoring of submission content
as well. We help you to accelerate the planning and
submission pathway for first-time-right outcomes.

• Success with Speed

Increase probability and speed of
regulatory approvals

• Improved Compliance

Reduce compliance risks with information
accuracy and quality

• Cost Efficient

Reduce regulatory costs significantly
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We celebrate entrepreneurship to customize solutions
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Through local teams, we support healthcare organizations
wherever they are

About Indegene
We are a technology-led healthcare solutions provider. We combine deep industry expertise with fit-for-purpose
technology in an agile and scalable operating model. Many of the leading global healthcare organizations rely
on us to deliver effective and efficient clinical, medical, and commercial outcomes every day. From strategy to
execution, we enable healthcare organizations be future ready.
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